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of all the game's maps, alcatraz was one of the most controversial for the changes it made to the
original map. initially a new hostage rescue location, alcatraz was created in 1996 and released in

1997 for the first counter-strike release. one of the most notable changes was the addition of a new
open section where the hostages were held. the original version of the map only contained one

hostage, which was not enough for the game to be played. the hostages were moved to the new
open section, where there was a lot of space for more than one hostage. [64] this new space was

also used for new hostage scenarios. the game would now be able to offer more than one hostage,
and offer more variety, as there were now less hostages on each team. it is not certain how much
development was put into this edition of the game, but it is thought that the team responsible for

creating the original counter-strike and half-life took over the project after the original release. one
of the main changes was the addition of the new "eagle eye" perks, which can be seen as a

replacement for the "scout" perks from the original version. [70] the new perks are also described as
being more balanced. in october 2002 the news were dropped that counter-strike 1.6 would initially
be made available via steam and that a beta test would precede the actual release. [28] public beta
testing was initially to commence in mid-november, [29] but the date was first pushed back to mid-

december [30] until testing finally commenced on january 16, 2003. [31] however, due to
overwhelming demand further beta admissions were quickly suspended since the steam servers ran
out of bandwidth. [32] steam and thus the counter-strike 1.6 beta was made publicly available again

on february 11, 2003. [33]
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steam version of counter-strike
was released. until now, the
legacy editions of the game

(mod and retail) are still
referred to as the won version.

the legacy editions could be
played on the same steam
accounts as the new steam
version of the game. this
however has since been

discontinued. counter-strike was
released on may 10, 1999,
under the name half-life:

counter-strike . it was the first
game released by valve as part
of their counter-strike series. by
the release of the beta version,
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valve officially joined the
modding community and thus
started their development of

the game. valve software
eventually bought the rights to

the game and offered the
original developers jobs at the
company which both of them
accepted. counter-strike is a

multiplayer first-person shooter
initially created by minh le and
jess cliffe as a mod for half-life .
by the fifth beta, valve software
started actively participating in
the development and ultimately
bought the rights to the game

and offered the original
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developers jobs at the company
which both of them accepted.
counter-strike left beta stages

and the first complete build was
released, two different editions

of the game were available:
mod and retail. after the game
was transferred over to steam,

both of these editions were
discontinued and only the

steam version is still supported.
since the release of the steam

version, the legacy editions
(mod and retail) have been

retroactively referred to as the
the won version based on the

name of the matchmaking
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service used by those editions.
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